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Earth with iron oxide water

Skip Nav Destination PDF Split View Content of the article Figures and tables Video Audio Supplementary Data Hydrous minerals in the subduct crust can transport large amounts of water to the Earth's deep mantle. Our laboratory experiments revealed a surprising, pressure-induced chemistry that, when water meets iron at the core-mantle boundary,
responds to the formation of an ultra-oxygen-rich interlude with a form of iron, iron dioxide, along with iron hydride. Hydrogen in the layer will escape after further heating and rise to the crust, maintaining the water cycle. With water supplied by a subduction plate meeting an almost insicleable source of iron in the core, the oxygen-rich layer would cumulate
and thicken, leading to major global consequences on our planet. The seismic signature of the D layer can echo the chemical complexity of this layer. During geological time, a vast reservoir of oxygen that accumulated between the mantle and the nucleus may have eventually reached a critical eruption point. Large-scale oxygen eruptions could cause major
activity in the convection of the mantle and leave evidence such as a supercontinent rift and a Major Oxidation Event. High pressure, core-to-mantle boundary, water and iron Among all global boundaries on the planet, it stands out that the interface between the Earth's core and the mantle has the greatest contrast in chemical composition and physical
properties [1]. The enigmatic signature of the seismic observations of the D layer at the top of the core-mantle boundary (CMB) [2] has long eluded a satisfactory explanation. Our recent high pressure temperature (P-T) studies have found that the newly discovered iron hydro-dioxide (FeO2Hx, labeled Py-phase and 0&lt; x &lt; 1) with cubic |$Pa\bar{3} $
space group symmetry and pyrite structures [3,4] could be a mineral candidate for the D layer. also confirmed the formation of the pyrite type FeOOH phase [5]. They suggested that goeti sandwiched in sio2 layers be transformed into a high pressure pyrite phase without losing hydrogen in conditions below 2400 K at 111 GPa and 1500 K at 129 GPa. These
studies also show drastic changes in chemistry occurring on the most basic elements in the P-T conditions of the deep lower sheath. In this paper we conducted additional experiments in the key Fe-O-H ternary system, presented a mechanism for the formation of widespread oxygen-rich patches consisting of Py-phase and other iron oxides and hydrides at
the base of man. and proposed far-reaching geophysical, geochemical and geodynamic consequences based on new observations. The Py-phase has been pre-synthesized in deep lower mantle (DLM &gt;1800 km deep) oxidizing haematite (Fe2O3) or dehydrogenating (FeO2H) [3]. However, neither hematite nor goetite is the main mineral in the crust; their
abundance is not enough to form a significant part of D, which is more massive than the entire crust. Looking for a possible source of much larger scale, we found that if hydrous minerals reached the sub-average side of cmb [6-10], the almost inscrutible iron tank in the core would react with water released from hydrous minerals to create a huge amount of
Py-phase in oxygen-rich patches (ORP) above the CMB. The formation of ORP leads to a number of extremely important consequences and implications, including: the source of seismic complexity in the D layer [2], the chemical and geodynamic metastability of the ORP, the Great Oxidation Event [11] and episodic dispersions of the supercontinent [12].
RESULTS When water meets iron on a moderate P-T above 5 GPa, it oxidizes and hydrogenates iron to form wüstite and iron hydride [13.14], namely 3Fe + H2O = FeO (wüstite) + 2FeH.
(1) For simplification here we are talking about wüstite FexO with x = 0.9–0,947 as FeO, and FeHx with x ≤ 1 as FeH. Simplification does not affect our discussion and
conclusion. Asamblaž FeO + FeH can coexist with excess water or iron under moderate pressure. We conducted the same experiment on high P-T that matches DLM conditions and observed dramatically different pressure-induced chemistry that made H2O a much more powerful oxidant. We suspended a piece of excess H2O iron foil in the Re seal, which
was compressed into a diamond-ancliture (DAC) up to 96GP and heated with infrared lasers to 2200 K. As shown in the X-ray diffrasion sample (XRD) (Fig. 1), the oxidation product far emanated the wüstite, passing through a whole batch of iron oxide oxidation to most oxygen-rich dioxide (Py-phase) FeO2Hx with x ≤ 0.73 (see Methods and Supplemental
Table 1 , available as Additional Data on NSR Online), plus FeH: \begin{equation} {\rm 4Fe} + 2{{\rm 1H}_{\rm 2}{\rm O} = {\rm Fe}{\rm O}_2{\rm H}_{\rm x}}\left( {{\rm Py \hbox{-} phase}} \right) + {\ rm 3FeH}. \end{equation} (2) Opened in a new tabDownload slideXRD sample of iron and water reaction products. Iron powder is compressed into H2O up to 96
GPa, heated to 2200 K for 5 minutes and quanted to 300 K. The sample consisted of the Py-phase (a = 4,370(3) Å), the emelting high temperatures of the f.c.c. phase [44] FeH (a = 3,397(4) Å) and excess ice VII. The Inset figure is a caked diffraction pattern, showing the coexistence of the Py-phase (dotted reflection) and FeH (continuous reflections). Again,
due to simplicity, we ignore the non-stoicimimetry of FeH and the loss of hydrogen (1 – x)H in the equation. We also experimented with water that reacted with hematite Fe2O3, which had previously oxidized form of iron oxides. Water oxidizes hematite further to form the Py-phase at 110 GPa and 2250 K (Etc. 2): \begin{equation} {\rm{F}}{{\rm{e}}_{\rm{2}}}
{{rm{O}_{\rm{3}}} + {{\rm{H}}_{\rm{2}}{rm\r {O}} = {\rm{2Fe}{{\rm{O}_{_rm{2}}{{rm}{rm{H}}_{_rm{x}}}}\left( {{\rm{Py \hbox{-} phase}}} \right). \end{equation} (3) Opened in new tabDownload slideXRD sample reaction product Fe2O3 and water. The sample is compressed to 110 GPa, heated to 2250 K and darkened to 300 K.py, pyrite structured FeO2Hx. The
Inset character is a cake painting with dotted Py-phase reflections, scattered ice points and bright diamond dots. Reactions (2) and (3) bracket the entire series of iron oxides from Fe, FeO, Fe3O4 to Fe2O3, including the newly discovered Fe5O6 [15], Fe4O5 [16], Fe5O7 and Fe25O32 [17]; each phase inside the carrier must react with H2O in order to
produce the same Py-phase and FeH assembly. Indeed, our experiments confirmed the following reactions (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1, available as Supplementary Data at NSR online): \begin{equation}{\rm{4FeO}} + {\rm{2}}{{\rm{H}}_{\rm{2}}}{\rm{O}} = {\rm{93Fe}}{{{rm{O}}_{\rm{2}}}{{{rm{H}}_{\rm{x}}}\left( {{\rm{Py \hbox{-} phase}}}
\right) + {\\rm{FeH}}\end{equation} (4)and \begin{eqnarray}{\rm{4F}}{{{rm{e}}_{\rm{3}}}{{\rm{Rm{O}}_{\rm{4}}} + {\rm{6}}{{\rm{H}}_{\rm{2}}}{\rm{O}} &amp;=&amp;{amp; {\rm{11Fe}}{{{rm{ O}}_{\rm{ 2}}{{{\rm{H}}_{\rm{x}\left( {{\rm{Py \hbox{-} phase}}} \right){}{\rm{FeH}{\rm{}{.rm{}} onumber\\ \end{eqnarray} (5)These reactions can illustrate the Fe-O-H ternary
phase diagram for DLM conditions (sh. 3). With initial compositions Fe, FeO, Fe3O4 or Fe2O3 in H2O (light blue lines), the final products all fall into feo2Hx (Py-phase)-FeH-H2O three-bottom triangle, as shown in equations (2)–(5). Since iron mass is the most common element on Earth, oxygen is the most preraught element in the number of atoms, and
hydrogen is the most affordable element, this ternary provides an essential view of our planet. Normally, if we considered the cloak and core as separate entities, the focus on the mantle would be on the multicomponent system Si, Mg, Al, Ca oxide, with Fe as one of the elements, and the focus of the core would be on the Fe alloy system, with O and H as
smaller components among Si, S, C, etc. However, when reactions (2)-(5) are allowed to extensively continue to generate a massive layer in cmb, Fe-O-H ternary and the reaction layer must take a dominant role and dictate the processes of the first order of the country. Opened in the new tabDownload slideFe-O-H ternary phase diagram (atomic %) under
DLM P-T conditions. The two-face lines of the tie are shown in red. To avoid crowds, Fe5O6 [15], Fe4O5 [16], Fe5O7 and Fe25O32 [17] were not plotted. Compositional ranges of Py-phase and iron hydride are presented as black bars. To avoid excessively cluttering diagrams, only one tie is pulled through each stage with variable compositions. Blue lines
represent Reactions (2)–(5). The upper thick blue shade represents the composition of the multilayer reaction when water meets the iron core. With the loss of hydrogen, the composition moves along the direction of the arrow towards the lower shaded area. THE IMPLICATIONS OF IRON AND WATER REACTIONS TO CMB REACTIONS (2)–(5) can
certainly occur, but how prevalent are these reactions in cmb? The amount of Py-phase produced in CMB depends on the available H2O. An increasing number of high-P hydrous minerals have been detected and recently reported [6-10]. It is reasonable to assume that some of these hydrous phases can be transported to cmb via tectonic plate processes.
The rapidly rising temperature (ΔT ∼ 1000 K) [18] near the core will dehydrate minerals and release water. As we noted in the experiments, water would then react with iron to the subsolidus side of the CMB to form an iron dioxide and hydride veneer according to the reaction (2). Iron and iron dioxide are two extreme end members of the oxidation reduction
series; between them must be formed a whole stoicometric series of middle layers (Etc. 3, upper thick blue strip). The local chemical balance is maintained during cascading stoichiometry of multilayer devices. The process of growth of multilayer layers by diffusion and infiltration into a chemical gradient is very similar to bimetasomatism in metamorphic
petroleum [19.20], except on a much more widespread, global scale. With an unlimited supply of core iron and oxygen from the mantle, and a relatively small amount of hydrogen in the Earth, maintaining ORP growth relies on hydrogen recycling. According to reactions (2)–(5), while H2O causes iron oxidation to dioxide, it also causes iron hydrogenation to
FeHx hydride. However, hydrogen will not be trapped like oxygen, but will most likely escape and continue its circulation. A large amount of hydrogen escaped at the initial stage of the reaction because the balance of reactions is lacking (2)–(5). An ORP moving laterally into warmer areas [18] would cause continuous discharge of hydrogen as FeH melts to
∼1000 K lower temperature [21.22] than the main silicates and lower mantle oxides and because dissolved hydrogen in the FeO2Hx Py-phase decreases with T increase and prolonged heating (see Method section). The loss of hydrogen pushes the overall composition of the ORP towards the Axis of the Fe-O ternary diagram, as shown by the large
downward arrows and the area in the shadow of the bottom (Part 3). Runaway hydrogen is light and mobile. It can infiltrate through the boundaries of mantle mineral grains or form other volatiles, such as hydrocarbons, rising to the Earth's surface through the mantle, ending the hydrogen cycle and leaving ORP. The net result of the hydrogen cycle, therefore,
acts like an oxygen pump that carries and delivers oxygen to the CMB. The alternative hypothesis assumes that the liquid outer nucleus is insufficiently felt with hydrogen, and then the liquid nucleus would dissolve and absorb all hydrogen [6]. We don't consider it a viable hypothesis. The only available hydrogen solubility data came from Okuchi's
experimental study [21.22] of hydrogen in molten iron at pressures below 7.5 GPa, which is not a conclusive limit for CMB condition to 130GPa given the drastic change in iron chemistry under pressure. In addition, if a significant part of the hydrogen cycle ended up being a month-long journey to the core, the hydrosphere would be long gone and the Earth's
surface would be as dry as the surface of Mars.Hydrous minerals bring water continuously and endlessly, adding oxygen to ORP throughout life on Earth. The rate of water entering subduction is estimated at about 1 × 1012 kg/year of water [23.24]. The new estimate [25] predicted that most of the water would return to the surface through onion volkanism,
with only 30 percent pouring on the deep mantle. The total Py-phase budget that could be generated would be equivalent to a 4km thick shell covering the entire CMB. However, the Py-phase is only one component among ORP oxides, and the inclusion of FeHx and other iron oxides in the reaction series will significantly increase orp thickness. Moreover, the
spatial distribution in orp is expected to be very uneven (Part 4), and some regions may be much thicker. Open in the new tabDownload slideSchematic diagram of ORP in the DLM. Hydrous minerals in the subduction plate (blue) carry H2O to react with the iron core to form an ORP (dark brown) that is multilayered with an increase in oxygen content (insert).
H2O penetrates the multilayer to produce more Py-phases, and hydrogen escapes FeH and FeO2Hx and rises upwards to maintain the hydrogen cycle. ORP moves sideways and accumulates. Some ORP (small patches) are scattered and mixed with DLM silicates and oxides. The density of the Py-phase (7.0∼7.6 g/cm3, estimated at 3000 K) and iron
oxide series [26] are significantly higher than the average silicate sheath (∼5.5 g/cm3), but lower than liquid iron (∼10 g/cm3) at CMB [27]. ORP will float between the core and the mantle, and move sideways from its generation point on a cooler panel downward into warmer areas [18] after the entire cloak convection. Due to the contrast of density, it will not
grow with a plume, but will dwell and grow indefinitely. Analogous to the absence of continental crust on the mantle, the bottom of a very thick ORP would be doused in the outer core (Part 4). With ORP as a potentially important component with silicate in D we can now address many of its complexities [2]. ORP will form in regions where a wet, down-going
plate meets the core, float on the CMB and accrete as a result of continuous cloak convection. Its distribution will be very uneven globally. The reaction of the multilayer slat can lead to the preferred orientation of the shape, causing the observed shear wave to split in the D layer. Under birch law [28], which correlates means atomic number and acoustic
speed, iron oxides with high mean atomic numbers would have significantly lower compression velocity compared to the surrounding silicate mantle. Only iron oxides or their mixtures with mantle silicates can explain the low speeds found in large low-speed shear (LLSVP) provinces and ultra-low speed zones (ULVZ)- two characteristic features in the DLM. In
fact, ULVZ can predominantly consist of ORP. Different iron oxides, hydrides, their possible phase transitions and different silicate blends provide a set of rich, adjustable parameters that correspond to all unusual seismic features, including anti-correlation compression and shear speeds and high lateral variability in the D layer. Quantitative analyses,
however, await direct mineral physical studies of the speed of ORP and its constituents as functions P, T and x. IMPLICATIONS OF ORP ON GLOBAL EVENTS If a significant amount of ORP is cumulated in the CMB, it will dramatically change conventional views of global geochemy; its impact cannot be ignored. We would now like to consider the long-term
stability of ORP in the CMB and postulute its full consequences. For a fixed composition between Fe and H2O (Sl. 3), the phase rule of a fully leveled three-apartment close system can have only one of four three-phase assemblages: Fe-FeO-FeH, FeO-Fe3O4-FeH, Fe3O4-Fe2O3-FeH or Fe2O3-FeO2Hx-FeH. However, for an open chemical gradient
system between two infinite sources of Fe and H2O, bimetasomat urban sequence Fe-FeO-FeH, FeO-Fe3O4-Fe2O3-FeH or Fe2O3-FeO2Hx-FeH will grow. Locally, ORP would maintain a local balance at every point of the chemical gradient between the Py-phase and the Fe core. Chemically stable bimetasomat stable condition will be dictated by diffusion
and infiltration [19:20] (Sd. 3). Iron oxides and hydride are significantly more succule than the overlapping silicate sheath, but lighter than under the iron core. Within the multi-screen, the density profile also increases downwards with an increase in fe/O ratio. Therefore, ORP is chemically and gravitationally stable and can continue to grow indefinitely without
disruption. However, on an overall global scale the system is metastable. After the release of hydrogen, with extremely oxidized ORP sandwiched between by reducing the lower sheath [29] and an even larger nucleus to reduce, a large amount of excess oxygen is ready for disaster to occur. For instances, with major perturbations that move the CMB thermal
boundary layer [18] up by several hundred degrees, the ORP would partially melt and release its excess oxygen: \begin{equation}{\rm{2Fe}}{{{\rm{O}}_{\rm{2}}}{\rm{Hx}} = {\rm{F}}{{\rm{e}}_{\rm{2}}}{{rm{O}}_{\rm{3}}} + {\rm{x}}{{\rm{H}}_{\rm{2}}}{\rm{O}} + {\rm{\raise.5ex\hbox{$\scriptstyle 1$}\kern-.1em/ \kern-.15em\lower.25ex\hbox{$\scriptstyle $2$} }}\left(
{{\rm{1 - x}}} \right){{\rm{O}}_{\rm{2}}}.\end{equation} (6)The high-temperature decomposition to Fe2O3 was also observed in Ref. [5] and in our preliminary experiments, although the exact temperature is not well constrained. Reference [5] postulates an isochemical transition from ε-FeO2H to Py-FeO2H that implies x = 1 and no O2. However, the isochemical
assumption is in direct contradiction to its own report on FeH surplus that requires a change in chemistry. For x ≪ 1 [4], the released material will be basical oxygen. Oxygen can grow as O2 or react to the formation of other volatiles, such as CO, CO2, H2O, SO2 and NO2, thereby reducing viscosity and accelerating the rise of plumes. Releasing small-scale
oxygen would be elusive and imperceptible as part of regular cloak convection. However, a large eruption of oxygen in ORP could cause geodynamic instability and cloak capsizing analogous to the lymphatic eruption of oversubceated CO2 causing the runaway lake to capsize [30], except that the solid sheath is on a much larger scale and a longer process

than water from the fluid lake. Perturbation could come from a variety of sources ranging from the steady growth of ORP that has reached a critical cmb-bending absence overload to cross the heat limit to a sudden impact by an astronomical object that could also shift the heat limit layer and cause a runaway oxygen eruption. Furthermore, suppose that
initially the Earth may have taken its first 2 Ga to accumulate more ORPs from zero to an oversubated, critical state and oxygen eruptions then triggered by further overload or impact of asteroids. Appropriate geodynamic instability could also be responsible for the collapse of the Kenorland supercontinent [31]. After the first major outburst releasing excessive
oxygen, ORP would return to a 'normal' non-sustaining state but still hold excess oxygen. It should not accumulate from scratch, and critical overload would need shorter time intervals. The number of subsequent eruptions would be more frequent but lower, corresponding to half a dozen episodic interruptions of the supercontinent in the past 2.5 Ga
geological histories [12.32]. Direct geological evidence for an ORP eruption would be a sharp increase in oxygen levels Surface. The Great Oxidative Event (GOE) [11], which occurred around the same time as the collapse of Kenorland, fits the bill. Earth's atmosphere, originally devoid of oxygen, was suddenly filled with oxygen, followed by an explosion of
aerobic life. The process is similar to co2 eruptions in oversatised lakes, except that a lim eruption destroys lives [30], but the GOE eruption has created lives, as we know. Indirect evidence may include a widespread formation of bandaged iron resulting from a sedimentary process in iron-rich seawater [26.31]. Other indirect evidence of a sharp increase in
atmospheric oxygen may include environmental changes that led to the Earth's snow globe and five mass extinctions. CONCLUSION In short, our experiments and calculations show surprisingly different blood pressure-induced chemistry between Fe and H2O in DLM conditions. We show that when enough water meets the iron core over a prolonged
geological period, the oxygen-rich layer that carries the Py-phase must cumulate in the CMB. The consequence of ORP would lead to major impacts on our fundamental notions of the deep Earth and its history, including the origin of the D layer, the geochema of the nucleus and mantle, goe and super activities of plate tectonics. A new set of working
hypotheses is emerging based on the logical expansion of our new experimental evidence in the Fe-O-H system. A new set of research efforts is needed to ensure critical tests. METHODS Angular dispersive XRD experiments Angular dispersive XRD experiments were performed on 13-IDD GeoSoilEnviroCARS (GSECARS) and 16ID-B/16BM-D HPCAT,
Advanced Phonon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). Iron (Sigma-Aldrich CAS: 7439-89-6) or iron oxide samples wüstite (Alfa Aesar CAS: 1345-25-1), magnetite (Alfa Aesar CAS: 1317-21-9) and hematite (U.S. elements FE-OX-57-ISO) are commercially available. Only hematite is annealed at 1000°C for 24 hours. All samples were
previously compressed ∼ 10-μm thick and ∼20 × μm2 before loading into DAC. High pressure was achieved using diamond ancovers with a diameter of 100 or 150 μm (leveled from 300 μm) and with a hole of 34 μm (for 100-μm culets) or 52 μm (for 150-μm culets) in diameter in rhenium seals. Deionized water served as a pressure medium, as well as a
heat insulator. Ruby beads and a small gold chip are placed near the pressure calibration pattern. Pressure uncertainty is as high as 0.5GPa equal to the minimum step for the state's index gold equation (EOS) [33]. For those experiments that did not have gold chips, EOS ice and diamond Raman edge was used to measure pressure (Supplemental Table 1,
available as supplemental data on NSR online) [34]. Samples were heated to 13ID-D GSECARS [35], 16ID-B hpcat[36] and offline in high-body synergy (HPSynC) in the APS. Heating temperatures were measured by installing black body radiation curves on both sides. The diameter of the laser point is estimated at about 20 μm (estimated by the diameter of
the site) to 2000 K in HPCAT. Laser stains on GSECARS and HPSynC are about 15 μm in diameter at 2000 K. Simulations of the first principles of the EOS curve FeO2 and FeO2H were calculated using the functional density theory and access coulomb interaction on site U (DFT+ U) implemented in the VASP software package [37]. Our simulation focuses
on the accuracy of structural parameters. That said, we used small basic pseudo potentials for O and H, and standard potential for Fe within generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [38] Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof (PBE) [39] to describe the correlation of exchanges. The interruption of the plane wave was set at 1000 eV, and sampling of the Brillouin zone
was carried out with a uniform grid sampling of 16 × 16 × 16. To properly describe localized d-orbital electrons Fe, we used DFT+ U [40] with rotary unchanging. In a previous theoretical study [41], we investigated the optimal set of U values (on-site Interaction Coulomb) = 5 eV and J = 0.8 eV (Hund Merging Constant) for FeO2. Although Fe-O binding in the
Py-phase is not sensitive to the choice of you and J, these parameters strongly affect the length of the O-O diner in the Py-phase grille. After the above recipe, the calculated structure can reproduce the experimental length of O-O binding in FeO2 (e.g. ∼1.9 Å at 75 GPa) with a slightly smaller bulk volume (e.g. ∼2% less than the experiment at 75 GPa). The
same set of parameters is also used for FeO2H. As DFT+U calculations are carried out at zero temperature and to consider the thermal expansion of volume to 2500 K to volume-pressure relationships, we also used the quasi-harmonic approximation introduced into the phonopy software [42]. Determination of hydrogen in the calculations of the first
principles of the Py-phase shows that, at 0 K and high pressures, FeO2 and FeO2H have an identical pyrite structure with cubic |$Pa\bar{3} $ | symmetry of the space group; the only difference is that FeO2H has a higher volume of unit and cell than FeO2, which corresponds to the additional H. In high-P-T synthesises we found that they form a completely
solid solution (Py-phase, FeO2Hx) with linear volume of unit and cell versus x ratio [4]. Rising temperatures and long-term heating can reduce x. Even with the lowest synthesis temperatures and short heating time, we still observed hydrogen loss in FeO2Hx, [43] indicating x&lt; 1.0. Hydrogen loss is shown in the stoicometric initial goeti of FeO2H by
detecting runaway H2 in a Non pressure medium or observing initial growth FeH.Za calibration of V-x relationships we have a solid baseline x = 0 from pure FeO2 synthesized in an O2 environment without H. Without x = 1 point, we adopt the difference in the percentage of volume between FeO2 and FeO2H, which is more accurate than predicting absolute
volume only from theory. We use the relationship: \begin{equation}x = \frac{{V - {V_0}}}{{V_{c1}} - {V_{c0},\\end{equation}(7)where V, V0, Vc1, and Vc0 are the volume of FeO2Hx specified in the experiment, Volume FeO2 from experimental EOS, volume for x = 1 (FeO2H) from simulation and volume for x = 0 (FeO2) from simulation, respectively, at the
same P and 300 K. Based on this relationship, we estimate that the maximum amount of hydrogen that Py-phase FeO2Hx can receive x = 0.81 of the initial material of goetite , and the Py-phase that we synthesized in the H2O saturated environment is x = 0.45-0.73 (Supplemental Table 1, available as Supplemental Data on NSR Online). ADDITIONAL
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